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Abstract

Background: Clinical reasoning is the basis of all clinical activities in the health team, and diagnostic reasoning is perhaps the most critical of a physician's skills. Despite many advances, medical errors have not been reduced. Studies have shown that most diagnostic errors made in emergency rooms are cognitive errors, and anchoring error was identified as the most common cognitive error in clinical settings. This research intends to determine the frequency and compare the percentage of anchoring bias perceived among faculty members versus residents in the emergency medicine department.

Methods: In this quasi-experimental study, Emergency Medicine's Faculties and Residents are evaluated in clinical reasoning by nine written clinical cases. The clinical data for each clinical case was presented to the participants over three pages, based on receiving clinical and para-clinical information in real situations. At the end of each page, participants were asked to write up diagnoses. Data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA test. The SPSS software (Version 16.0) was employed to conduct statistical tests, and a P value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results: Seventy-seven participants of the residency program in the Emergency Medical group volunteered to participate in this study. Data showed Faculties were significantly higher in writing correct diagnoses than residents (66% vs. 41%), but the anchoring error ratio was significantly lower in residents (33% vs. 75%). In addition, the number of written diagnoses, time for writing diagnoses, and Clinical experience in faculties and residents were compared.

Conclusion: Findings showed that increasing clinical experience increased diagnostic accuracy and changed cognitive medical errors. Faculties were higher than residents in anchoring error ratio. This error could be the result of more exposure and more decision-making in the mode of heuristic or intuitive thinking in faculties.
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Introduction

Clinical reasoning as a cognitive process is the basis of all clinical activities in the health care team (1, 2), and diagnostic reasoning is perhaps the most critical of a physician's skills (2-5). Despite many advances made in technology and the growth of evidence-based medicine, medical errors have not reduced over the last century (3), and they are still the eighth leading cause of death in the US (6).
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What is “already known” in this topic:
According to the DPT theory, cognitive errors often occur in the Intuitive mode of thinking. Even though mental shortcuts can lead to appropriate judgments, there are usually made by relying on instinctive first impressions and can result in severe errors.

What this article adds:
Increasing clinical experience, although increases diagnostic accuracy, there are changes in cognitive medical errors. Faculties are higher than residents exposed to anchoring errors. This error could result from more exposure and more decision-making in the mode of heuristic or intuitive thinking in them.
Anchoring Error in EM

Makary and Daniel attribute a higher range of medical errors in the US, so they say medical errors are the third-leading cause of death in the USA (7). However, annually more than one million injuries and a hundred thousand deaths due to medical errors have been reported (8) that a considerable part of them is due to diagnostic medical errors (3). Short-duration patient encounters with the most severely ill patients in a busy emergency department (ED) setting have created a rich environment for medical errors (9).

Cognitive errors underlay most diagnostic errors made in the emergency rooms (10-13). According to a report from the Institute of Medicine, "To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System,” 70%-82% of errors in the emergency department (ED) are preventable (8, 9). These errors were the most common diagnostic errors that can lead to death or permanent disability (8).

Even though emergency medicine seems to be a procedural discipline, they are highly dependent on cognitive skills (14) and the need to think deliberately (15). Emergency physicians make decisions in situations with limited information resources, time, acuity, pressure, and decision density (10, 16) and increasingly rely on intuitive thinking (17, 18). However, emergency physicians treat patients with different illness levels and use the spectrum of analytical and non-analytical thinking in decision-making processes (19). This leads us to the dual-processing theory. Kahneman and Tversky introduced a dual-system theoretical framework to explain making decisions under uncertainty (20).

Dual Process Theory (DPT) is accepted as a dominant description of cognitive processes that define human decision-making (21). In DPT, decisions are made with two modes of thinking, a rapid, automatic, and high capacity and another slow, conscious and deliberative, that are called Intuitive (system1) and Analytical (system2) mode of thinking, respectively (21-24). However, systems are not used in isolation; and they exist on a cognitive continuum and in different situations with varying degrees of each (2, 3, 25). In the mode of intuition, the brain makes shortcuts to facilitate problem-solving and simplify decision-making (26). Although that is very efficient and time-saving, a cognitive bias that may lead to errors occurs during intuitive processing (16, 27, 28).

One of the most important biases in emergency medicine is anchoring (29). Anchoring bias refers to the excessive weighting of initial information and the inability to adjust the initial diagnostic hypothesis when further information becomes available (30-32). In Orkide et al. research (2012), anchoring bias was identified as the most common cognitive error in medicine (33). It may occur in a wide range of ED from triage to diagnostic labeling (29). Another study has shown one of three judgmental heuristics for decision-making in uncertain situations, when information is insufficient, is anchoring bias. Two other heuristics are representativeness and availability (34). Moreover, some cognitive biases are exacerbated by anchoring and some others contribute to anchoring (10, 11, 35).

The goal of this study was to determine the frequency and to compare the percentage of anchoring bias perceived among faculty members versus residents in the department of emergency medicine. Since the different educational strategies for cognitive debasing are used for every cognitive medical error (36), the results of this study will help us to provide a more appropriate training program for more accurate decision-making at the different levels of Emergency Medicine.

Methods

Participants

A total of 77 participants, including faculty members and residents in Emergency Medicine, participated in a clinical reasoning test. In our study, an emergency medical faculty is an Emergency Medicine Specialist who, after graduation, has at least two years of clinical experience in the emergency department and an emergency medicine resident is a general physician who passed the entrance exam and is educating in a 3-year residency program.

The study is approved by the Vice-Chancellor in Research Affairs- Tehran University of Medical Sciences (Ethics code IR.TUMS.VCR.REC.1395.171). Participation in the test was voluntary, and after completing the study, the results were shared with the participants in personal privacy.

A set of nine written clinical cases was used in this study. Cases consisted of a short description of a patient’s medical history, Physical Examination, Laboratory, and Imaging test results that were presented to participants in three pages.

The cases were designed based on the diagnoses with the highest probability of diagnostic error in the emergency department. Then the diagnoses were adapted to the real patients admitted to Imam Khomeini hospital in TUMS. A correct definitive diagnosis and the most common incorrect diagnosis were identified for each case.

During several consecutive sessions, cases were reviewed, and nine of twelve finalized cases were approved by an expert panel (24). The panel consisted of experts from emergency medicine, anesthesiologist, internist, endocrinologist, and cardiologists. Finally, the research team reviewed and validated all cases. A clinical difficulty level for each case was provided from 1 representing the easiest level to 7, the hardest level by the expert panel (37). Cases were equally selected from these three groups: easy (score 1-4), moderate (5-5.5), and difficult (score 5.5-7). Test design was done using web-based software and was presented to the participants by the computer system.

Procedure

The study was conducted in the Emergency Medicine department at Tehran, Iran, and Kerman Universities of Medical Sciences. Seventy-seven people participated in the study from April to Dec 2017. Data was presented over three pages for each case. The first two pages were part of the disease data. Data is based on the process of receiving clinical and para-clinical information in real situations. At the end of the first and second pages, participants were asked to write up to a maximum of three possible diagnoses. Writing initial diagnoses at the end of the first page was optional. After writing diagnoses on the second page, it was possible to move to the third page. At the end of the third
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Page, once all the data had been revealed, participants were required to enter a final diagnosis. Different types of adjustment were assessed by comparing the initial and final diagnoses. The participant had to complete all three pages in a maximum of five minutes. This time was calculated by the pilot study.

After writing the Diagnoses of cases (nine clinical cases), participants were asked to determine their level of direct clinical experience with 18 diagnoses on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 no experience in the disease to 7, highly experienced in the disease. In the final stage, they completed their demographic information forms. The total time the participants spent was up to 50 minutes.

Data analysis

All 77 participants finished the test and provided consent. All cases had at least a confirmed diagnosis that was used to evaluate the accuracy of the diagnoses provided by the participants. However, two experts in emergency medicine independently assessed all of the diagnoses that were written by participants and again decided on the accuracy or inaccuracy of the provided answers. For each correct diagnosis, a score of 1 point was assigned. Eventually, written diagnoses on a total of 690 clinical cases were assessed, and the answers were categorized as follows: No answer and several categories of adjustment, including: (a) Insufficient Adjustment when incorrect or correct initial diagnosis is followed by an incorrect final diagnosis, (b) Sufficient Adjustment when incorrect initial diagnosis is followed by correct final diagnoses; and (c) No Adjustment when the correct diagnosis is entered as the initial and final diagnosis (34).

We had two types of Insufficient Adjustment; when there was the same incorrect initial and final diagnosis or when they were different. The first type was called anchoring bias (34).

Other variables analyzed in this study were the number of diagnoses written by each participant, time taken to answer each case, and clinical experiences. Since participants could write multiple diagnoses at the end of the first or second pages, the number and mean of entered diagnoses were calculated. Also, the clinical experience of participants from 18 clinical diagnoses, including nine most likely clinical diagnoses and nine most common incorrect diagnoses analyzed.

To describe the data, descriptive statistics including frequency, percentage, mean, and standard deviation were used. The Shapiro-Wilk test was employed to examine the data distribution. The one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test were used for between-group comparisons. The SPSS software (Version 16.0) was employed to conduct statistical tests, and the significance level was considered less than 0.05 in all the cases.

Results

Seventy-seven participants, including ten faculty members (mean age 37.9±5.2, Range=31-49) and 67 residents, 18 were in their first (mean age 34.3±6.8, Range=27-51), 26 were in their second (mean age 36.2±5.7, Range=26-47) and 23 were in their third year (mean age 36.9±5.7, Range=28-48) of the residency program of the Emergency Medical group volunteered to participate in this study. Mean faculty members' clinical experience after finishing the residency course was 5.7±3 years (range=2-10).

The number of diagnoses

The mean number of entered diagnoses in each three pages at first, second and third-year residents and faculties were calculated and ANOVA showed no significant difference between the numbers of responses (Table 1). The results support the general validity of the procedure and the selection of the participants, as if it were significant, the group with more diagnoses would have more chance of writing correct diagnosis.

Time for writing diagnoses

The average time taken for writing diagnoses in each case was 4.7±0.6 minutes (Range=2.4-5). An Analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed differences between faculties (mean±SD= 3.6±0.5) and residents (mean±SD= 4.9±0.5) were significant (p<0.001). So that faculty members answered questions in a shorter time.

Clinical exposure in diagnoses

Participants reported their level of clinical exposure with 18 diagnoses (nine correct and nine the most common incorrect diagnoses). Based on the one-way ANOVA test, residents' and faculties' differences in reported experience with diagnoses presented as correct diagnoses (N=9) were not significant, but there was a significant difference between the means with diagnoses presented as incorrect diagnoses (N=9); so that faculty members had more clinical exposure to incorrect suggestions (p<0.001).

Correct diagnoses and Anchoring error

According to the one-way ANOVA test, there was a significant difference between the faculties and residents in anchoring error (Same incorrect initial and final diagnoses) (p<0.001). The results of Tukey’s post hoc showed faculties were significantly higher than all three groups of residents in providing correct diagnoses (p<0.001), but the anchoring error ratio was significantly lower in residents (p=0.001). However, according to our expectations, the first-year residents were significantly weaker in providing correct diagnoses; there was no significant difference in the anchoring error ratio between first, second and third-year residents (Tables 2 and 3). As seen in Table 3, the mean

Table 1. The mean number of entered diagnoses in each page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants (N)</th>
<th>Page 1</th>
<th>Page 2</th>
<th>Page 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PGY-2 (18)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.8)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-2 (26)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.4)</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-3 (23)</td>
<td>2.6 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.4)</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty (10)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.4)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.4)</td>
<td>1 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (77)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post graduate Year
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The inability of residents to provide a final diagnosis should take into consideration. After completing the data, in 42% of the cases, they did not come up with an answer, or they gave different wrong answers at each step and did not come to a conclusion for the diagnosis of the disease. This status was 9% in the faculties.

**Conclusion**

This study showed with increasing clinical experience, although increased diagnostic accuracy, there were changes in the form of errors so that the ratio of anchoring error in

**Discussion**

This study investigated anchoring errors in Emergency Medicine. Results, similar to other studies (38-40), showed with increasing experience, the style of decision-making changed. Since the clinical experience in faculties is more than residents, they were different in making errors.

One of these differences was the anchoring error ratio that could be the result of decision-making in the intuitive mode of thinking based on the DPT theory. The results showed that the anchoring error rate in the faculties is meaningfully higher than in the residents (Table 3). Although experts are better than residents in focusing on the relevant and related information and generating more links to relate critical cues (41), their diagnostic decision-making is dominated by using heuristic thinking (42). Heuristics are efficient cognitive strategies or mental shortcuts that are ignored as part of the information (40, 43) and used for making decisions faster and more frugally with effort reduction to improve judgments and decision makings in uncertain situations (43, 44). Of course, they can lead to systematic and predictable errors (44, 45). They are decision-making facilitators (45). In this study, faculties, because of more experience in uncertain situations, made the decision more quickly than residents, which could be due to more heuristic thinking in them.

Since each case was identified as a "definitive correct diagnosis" and a "most common incorrect diagnosis", the level of exposure to these diagnoses was evaluated in both groups. The results indicated that in faculties, clinical exposure to the diagnosis reported as anchoring error was meaningfully higher than in residents. In other words, when clinical exposure increases, the probability of anchoring error also increases. Interestingly, there was no considerable difference in the level of exposure in diagnoses presented as correct diagnoses between the groups.

For example, in scenarios where the correct diagnosis is aortic dissection and the incorrect diagnosis is Myocardial Infarction (MI), the faculties had more exposure to MI, and they were anchored to MI in error. In our study, 75% of faculties' errors were anchoring, while these ratios in residents were less (Table 3).

Other indicators in this study were "anchoring and adjustment," which is an expertise indicator in non-analytical decision-making (46). "Adjustment refers to the process of consciously moving the estimated value away from the anchor toward one thought to be more accurate" (47), and "anchoring and adjustment" mean that final opinions are sensitive to the initial diagnosis (the anchor) so that the revision up or down from this anchor makes the final diagnosis (48). In this study, the data were provided to participants on three consecutive pages, and at the end of each page, participants were asked to write their own diagnoses. Then, the ordering of diagnoses was evaluated, and the results showed that the faculty members used sufficient adjustment more than the residents to reach the final diagnosis. Also, in addition to "sufficient Adjustment" in other classes, including "No Answer", "No Adjustment", and "Insufficient Adjustment", faculties were better than residents. Therefore, it can be concluded that although increasing clinical experience might change the pattern of cognitive errors, it leads to more accurate diagnoses. Other studies (49-52) have reported the same results.

percentage of anchoring error (anchoring error/total errors×100) in first, second and third-year residents is 25%, 38% and 35% respectively, while this rate is 75% in faculties.
faculties was higher than in residents, which could be due to their more clinical exposure to diagnoses in emergency situations. This error can be the result of faculties’ more decision-making in the mode of heuristic or intuitive thinking. Since experienced emergency physicians may not be aware of the correctness of their diagnoses for a limited time, they are not looking for ways to strengthen and support their decisions. The results of this study help us to provide a more appropriate training program for cognitive debasing in different levels of emergency medicine. It is suggested in subsequent research, other common cognitive errors that are important in emergency medicine should be considered. In addition, other clinical environments where cognitive errors are critical are to be considered. Moreover, it is essential to perform educational interventions and evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention to reduce cognitive error.

Limitations of the study

The generalizability of findings from this study because of laboratory conditions to the real situation may be restricted. However, here we tried to consider the factors that make it possible to bring laboratory conditions closer to real situations.
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